Biodiesel – Growing Rapidly in East Tennessee
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Biodiesel Explosion in ET

B100 use (gal): ’03-0, ’04-90k, ’05-750k, ’06-1.5m
Public stations: ’03-0, ’04-5, ’05-17, ’06-24
ET Cities & Towns – Leaders for Biodiesel
Cities with Populations >10,000
(and smaller that have started biodiesel projects)

Level of Biodiesel Use
- Green: Helped start using biodiesel; a current user
- Blue: Have held discussions with or tried biodiesel
- Red: No contact yet

2000 U.S. Census Populations Numbers
- 150,000 - 175,000
- 50,000 - 150,000
- 25,000 - 50,000
- 10,000 - 25,000
- 5,000 - 10,000
ET Public Biodiesel Stations
(there were none in March 2004)
B99.9 - 2, B20 - 20, B5 - 2

Type of Biodiesel Public Station
- B5 - 5% biodiesel in blend
- B20 - 20% biodiesel in blend
- B99 or B100
- B5 or B20 - to open this year
“You must be the change you want to see in the world.”

Ghandi
Leave the World a Better Place than You Found It.

Your Link to Alternative Fuels Information in East Tennessee:

www.ETCleanFuels.org
(865) 974-3625

Questions?